A thought for the day
Ameripoet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow said: “Music is
the universal language of mankind...
Poetry their universal pastime
and delight.”
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WHEN THE DISABLED EXCURSION BOAT YANKEE WAS IN DANGER OF PILING UP ON
tbr beach the Coast Guard came to the rescue. The Boston-Provincentowu excurswit craft, with
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aboard, lost all

power and was unable to ancuor. The Coast Guard boat towed it to

safety.
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astronauts
The
Translation:
would be shaken to the eyeballs.
It is admittedly a bit difficult
while
to see anything clearly
one’s head is going up and down
660 times per minute (11 cycles
per second times 60 seconds).
The relative motion between the pilot’s head and the instrument panel, which also would
be vibrating, could make it difficult for pilots to read instruments accurately,” as NASA
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Reactions Unpleasant
Another space agency official
says tests in the 11-cycle-per-second area have turned up a long
list of reactions by pilots, “most
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of them unpleasant.”
Scientists have concluded from
their studies of Titan-2 military
lest shots at Cape Canaveral that
the critical vibrations start a littie more than one minute after
blast-off, and that they last for
about 20 seconds or so.
The problem and the responsibility for its solution has been
dumped back into the lap of the
Air Force, which had the Titan-2
built to its
—problems and all
specifications in the first place.
The difficulty has been duly accorded a name: “Pogo-stick ef—
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Of Near $40,000
LONDON i UPI i—Stephen Ward,
i the hdgih living society osteopath! artist who committed suicide during his vice trial last month, left
an estate of 14,620 pounds <$40,
936 >, it was announced today.
Ward, who was convicted of
living off the earnings of prostii tutes, left no will, but letters of
administration of his estate were
granted today to his brother,
Raymond Ward.
A sizable share of the estate
was believed to have come from
sale of some of his portraits,
which were placed on sale during
the trial. At the time. Ward said
lie put the portraits up for sale
because he was broke and needed
money to pay defense costs.
There was no indication of the
disposition of his estate. But one
oi Ward’s suicide notes directed
that a bequest be made to Ronna
Ricardo, a prositute who testified
m his defense.
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up different national cultures tend to
be different.
“If you frustrate an EnglishAmericans, for example, place a
man, he will keep a stiff upper
high premium on “achievement”
lip and develop an ulcer.
which is reflected in “dynamic”
“If you frustrate a Frenchman, conduct. When they encounter
he will drink himself to death.
frustration, they may react ag“If you frustrate an Irishman,
gressively, or turn their wrath inhe will die of angry hypertension. wards upon themselves.
“If you frustrate a Dane, he will
The English also attach great
shoot himself.
importance to achievement, but
“If you frustrate an American, they tend to be low in aggressive
he will get drunk, shoot you, and traits and high in “repression.”
establish a million-dollar aid pro- Dr. Rudin added drily that “recent news from England suggests
gram for your relatives.”
Dr. Rudin offered these sweep- that this is changing.”
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Drawing will be held August 31, 1963

at 2:30 p.m. Call us for a free estimate on
treatment. No obligation to register! Regis-
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Along With The

says
psychologist who has conducted extensive
comparative studies.
In a paper presented to the Ining generalizations with tongue in
ternational Congress of Psycholocheek, but he was completely segy, Dr. Stanley A. Rudin of Dalrious in reporting that people of
housie
summed it
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Russian ships.'
the
Rogers said that in June
last complete month recorded
4 “free world” ships called on
Cuban ports against 31 Soviet
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CALL ON CUBAN PORTS
WASHINGTON <UPI)
Rep.
Paul Rogers, D-Ala., told the
House the number of Allied vessels visiting Cuba outnumbers
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Strong Soviet statements on
Communist
defenses
indicated
Red China cannot expect military
help from Russia in any future
aggression, diplomatic observers
said.

ALL PERMANENT WAVES

Stephen Ward
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WE

Soviet propagandists and Premier Nikita Khrushchev have
warned against trying to build a
“higher” Communist civilization
on
the ruins of a destroyed
w'orld.

“The destinies of other nations
of the world are not allied to it.”
The editorial appeared to set
the tone of a propaganda campaign to bolster the latest Soviet
rejection of Chinese views. This
rejection was made in a lengthy
government declaration Wednesday which has sent MoscowPeking relations towards a new
low.
The
government declaration
brushed aside Chinese charges of
Aug. 15 that the Soviet Union reneged on aiding China to build

HARRIS PEST CONTROL
504

observers said the
Pravda editorial today implied
that, had China developed the
bomb, some Chinese leaders
might be tempted to use it to
further their cause.

ing pogo-stick.

fect.”
It has been more or less pinpointed: “.. Evidently originating as a pressure disturbance in
propellant pumping and piping
system which results in vari- !
ations in engine thrust, which
feeds back through the vehicle’s |
structure, further amplifying the
pressure disturbance ..”
A two-point general course of
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worried about
the “pogo-stick effect” because
the nuclear warheads the rocket
was designed to carry don’t have
eyeballs to shake or teeth to rattle or stomachs to churn.
NASA long ago selected Titan-2
as the Gemini capsule booster,
and has had its scientific fingers
in the rocket’s innards for a
year or more without notable results. The problem is still there,
on every Titan-2 that flies from
Cape Canaveral.
years,

Asked whether the “pogo-stick”
The National Aeronautics and
(NASA' cause-effect-solution would delay
Administration
told United Press International Gemini’s schedule, the space agthat “NASA considers the pres- ency answered with a firm “no.”
There is a fair amount of rea- j
ent level of oscillation as unsuitson for this indication of confi-1
able for a manned vehicle.”
Intra-service memos on the aenee. Project Gemini already is
subject are phrased considerably more than a year behind schedule, and it will be another 14
stronger.
beOctober, 1964
Space agency officials said that months
if rocket, spacecraft and space- fore the first pair of astronauts
men alike go around bouncing 11 will board the capsule for a flight
times every second there would into space.
That leaves a goodly slice of
be “potential degradation of the
some
way
functional capabilities of the pi- time for finding
tc take the spring out of the flylots.”
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As matters stand today,
first Gemini pilots would go
bouncing off into orbit at the
rate of 660 bounces per minute.
That’s enough to jar the teeth
of a hippopotamus.
The culprit in this particular j
potful of Gemini problems is the!
Titan-2 rocket that will boost the
capsule and its two men. Technicians have discovered the rocket is a sort of flying accordion,
vibrating up and down at the!
rate of 11 cycles per second.
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action has been proposed: 1. Stop
WASHINGTON (UPD—Is there
CAPE
CANAVERAL
(UPI) the vibrations; 2. Fix up things in such a thing as national charac—The federal space agency is up- the place where they started; i.e., ter? Does the typical American
set over the prospect that the up- the fuel pumps and lines.
really react differently to a given
Never Worries
situation than the typical Englishcoming Gemini flights into space
could make human milk-shakes
The Air Force has been flying man or Frenchman?
out of America's astronauts.
Titan-2 missiles for going on two■ Yes,
a Canadian
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MOSCOW (UPI)
The Soviet
Communist party charged Thursday that some Chinese leaders
would sacrifice half of humanity
to buidd a new civilization.
Tlie charge came in a leading
editorial on the front page of the
party organ Pravda. It said:
“While some people in Peking
are willing to sacrifice the Jives
of half of the population, halt of
humanity, the Soviet government
holds dear not only the lives of
half of the population, but every
Soviet citizen.
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